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MINUTES OF THE REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT 1 BOARD MEETING HELD AT MORSE HIGH SCHOOL on 
October 25, 2021 AT 6:00 PM. (NOTE: These minutes are not official until approved by the Board. Such 
action, either to approve or amend and approve, is anticipated at the November 29, 2021 meeting). 

Members Present: Stephen August, Chairperson; Lou Ensel, Vice Chairperson; Anita Brown, Jamie Dorr, 
Bill Perkins, Lorna Ryan; Patrick Manuel, Superintendent of Schools 

 
Members Absent: Jennifer Ritch-Smith 

 

Others Present:      Katie Joseph, Debra Clark, Nate Priest, David Richards, Allen Lampert, Dawn, Wheeler, 
Aga Dixon, Andrew Kahrl 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

Chairperson August called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm and the Pledge of Allegiance was recited. 

COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD CHAIRPERSON 

Chairperson August commended the faculty, staff and administrators for their excellent planning and 
assistance in putting the district’s COVID protocols in place.  Mr. August also recognized the RSU 1 
community and students for their part in following the practices to help keep our schools safe. 

APPROVE/AMEND MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 27, 2021 

The minutes of September 27, 2021 were revised as follows: 

 Page 4 under Reopening of School Update – revise the first sentence to read “Assistant 
Superintendent Joseph reported that we can’t accept home tests but the rapid or PCR tests are 
now allowable.” 

MOTION:    Perkins        SECOND:  Ensel        VOTE: Board (6-0) 
                                                                                                                Student (1-0)                                                                                            
 
TO: Approve the minutes of September 27, 2021 as amended. 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Superintendent Manuel suggested moving the Merrymeeting Adult Education Update to Item 9.1 before 
the Superintendent’s Report.  

PUBLIC COMMENT 

       None 

FACILITIES COMMITTEE UPDATE 

Board member Perkins reported that the Facilities Committee discussed the issue of solar energy during 
their October meeting.  The committee voted to recommend ReVision as our vendor to implement the 
program for RSU 1 subject to approval by the Board. The committee also discussed the heating issue at 
Dike-Newell and the Phippsburg School roof repair projects.  

Facilities Director David Richards stated that it is a state requirement that when roof work is done on a 
school that it has to be brought up to the current structural standards which is 50 pounds per square foot. 
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RSU 1 will be hiring a structural engineer to do that work.  Mr. Richards reported that RSU 1 has signed 
contracts to begin the boiler work at Dike-Newell School and the air conditioning project at Woolwich 
Central School. Mr. Richards is in the process of purchasing the materials to start both projects.  
Preliminary work will need to be done as well as a RFP for the roof project at Phippsburg School before 
work begins when school is out for summer break.  Work is still being done to balance the heat throughout 
the new school particularly as we move from summer to winter temperatures. Mr. Richards reported that 
all the summer work has been accomplished other than the work needed in the office area at Bath Middle 
School which will be done next year. The district received a grant to install solar-powered school zone 
flashing lights for Bath Middle School which will hopefully be done in April or May.  The baffling has been 
ordered to help with the acoustics in the science and art rooms which will be hopefully installed by the end 
of 2021.  The state will be contributing to part of the cost of the project. 

CURRICULUM ASSESSMENT AND INSTRUCTION UPDATE 

Assistant Superintendent Katie Joseph reported that the staff has begun some of the curriculum work that 
had to be put on hold last year due to COVID. During the recent professional development day, the high 
school staff worked on the NEASC accreditation report, middle school staff continued their curriculum 
work including looking at assessments and aligning the standards, and elementary staff focused on 
finishing up the literacy focus that was started a couple of years ago.    

Ms. Joseph has had conversations with Maine Math and Science in order to shift the focus to K-8 to doing 
some professional development in the area of math curriculum.  

In order to address the COVID gaps, the district has been working this fall on getting all the assessments 
done and having collaboration meetings to look at everyone’s data to see if there are any educational 
gaps that need to be addressed. Ms. Joseph stated that teachers have been putting students’ plans and 
interventions in place such as Title I programs at the elementary levels and the builder block program at 
the high school.  

The NWEA assessment test for students in grades 3-8 and grade 11 is the state test for language and 
math which takes place in the fall and spring.  The testing in grades 3-8 is almost complete while the 
juniors testing will be finalized by November 12.  

STUDENT BOARD REPRESENTATIVE REPORT  

Student Representative Smith reported that there has been some interest in the junior student 
representative position on the Board and he will be involved with interviewing the two applicants along 
with the Student Community Liaison Council later this week. College application deadlines are fast 
approaching for members of the senior class. In sports, the field hockey and football teams are making 
playoff runs.  Morse will host the semifinal football game at McMann Field this Friday and the field hockey 
team will be going to Cape Elizabeth for their playoff game.  The students have noticed improvements with 
the central heating and the intercom system so things have been running smoothly. 

MERRYMEETING ADULT EDUCATION UPDATE 

Adult Education Director Allen Lampert and the RSU 1 Site Coordinator Dawn Wheeler were present to 
provide an update on the adult education programming offered this year.  Mr. Lampert reported that the 
RSU 1 Adult Education office has moved to the Wing Farm complex.  Adult Education enrollment numbers 
in 2019 were 3,063 but during COVID in 2020 enrollments went down to 1,900. Mr. Lampert stated that 
this year’s enrollment is now 1,200 and will probably exceed our 2019 enrollment numbers.  In academic 
programming, Merrymeeting Adult Education currently has 277 students which represent HiSET, high 
school completion, college transitions and ELL students. The fall semester classes were offered in a 
variety of ways to meet the community’s needs including in-person, hybrid and zoom classes.  Mr. 
Lampert announced that Two Bridges Jail will be opening after being closed for over a year so 
Merrymeeting Adult Education will begin to offer programming there again as well.  Dawn Wheeler is 
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currently working on a survey to send out to senior centers in the community to get a sense of what 
classes might be of interest to them to see if we can put together some programs to meet those needs.  
Mr. Lampert invited the Board and community to attend an open house on Wednesday, October 27th at 
3:00 pm to celebrate their new location at Wing Farm.  Mr. Lampert stated that the primary way that the 
classes are promoted is through the print catalog which is distributed two to three times per year. Students 
can also use their website to register online and a monthly newsletter is sent out to people that have taken 
a class through the program as well.  Mr. Lampert and Bath Tech Director Julie Kenny are interested in 
meeting to discuss how to expand programs between adult education and the technical center and 
possibly merge a couple of evening programs together such as the CNA program. 

SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT 

Superintendent Manuel reported on the following: 

 The district is starting to schedule field trips that are used to enhance our curriculum such as the 
FLOW trips, the Ecology School, Chewonki science camps, and the Gulf of Maine Research 
Institute. 

 US News and World Report recently recognized some public elementary schools for the first time 
for their accomplishments.  Phippsburg School was recognized for placing among the top 30% of 
schools in Maine based on student performance in math and literacy assessments. 

 Bath Tech’s second year welding students have been working on the base of the new scoreboard 
used at the turf field.  This will be put up this week and the students will be able to put their names 
on the piece that was welded. 

 Bath Tech’s carpentry students are collaborating with age-friendly communities of the lower 
Kennebec Valley to create concrete chess tables to be installed downtown Bath.  This is the first 
time that the students have done any kind of carpentry with concrete and has been a great 
learning experience for them. 

 Morse students Isaac Ensel, Isabel Strelneck, and Tommy Ferolano logged in over 700 hours to 
create the documentary The Story of 826 which celebrates the new and old Morse High School.  
The students did a great job producing this on their own and have started a new AV club in hopes 
of inspiring other students. The documentary can be viewed on YouTube at: 
https://youtu.be/7s_VDTkg-rg.  

 The bussing is going well but we don’t have any additional drivers available if someone is out sick. 
This forces the dispatcher to drive which leaves no one available to answer the radio.  The district 
is also seeing a turnover with our custodial services due to the number of jobs that are available in 
the area.  As far as the foodservice program is concerned, we are having a difficult time getting 
some of the commodities, which is an ongoing challenge, but our foodservice staff is making it 
work. 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

Business Manager Debra Clark provided the Board with a financial report for the month ending September 
30, 2021. At this point we have spent $5.5 million out of our $38 million budget. The operation and 
maintenance cost center reflects the summer maintenance work.  Our revenue is at $8 million which is 
21% of our projected yearly income. The two active federal grants include the ESSER 1 grant which is still 
funding the nurse position in Phippsburg as well as the additional nurse we have throughout the district. 
ESSER II funds are being used to support 11 FTE teachers and 8 ed techs.  Mrs. Clark also provided the 
Board with a report that shows a different view of the district’s expenses and revenues as well as the 
previous year by month in comparison. The balance of the Morse High School building project is 
approximately $700,000.   

\ 

 

https://youtu.be/7s_VDTkg-rg
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UPDATE ON HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTOCOLS/PLAN 

Superintendent Manuel reported that the Department of Education received the following staff 
vaccinations rates for the month of September:   

 Bath Middle School – 83% 

 Bath Tech - 80% 

 Dike-Newell -  83% 

 Fisher-Mitchell – 80%  

 Morse High School - 90%  

 Phippsburg School – 100% 

 Woolwich Central School – 90% 

 Central Office – 80% 

The nurses reported the student vaccination rates for those that are eligible to receive the vaccine as 
follows: 

 Bath Middle School – 58% 

 Bath Tech -  60%  

 Morse High School – 65%  

 Woolwich Central School – 56% 

Superintendent Manuel explained that the state reports shows that RSU 1 vaccination rate is in the 90’s 
which is a discrepancy and the topic came up at our Midcoast Superintendents meeting.  These figures 
were shared with DHHS and the response Dr. Manuel received from DHHS was that they use the student 
enrollment that a SAU is responsible for the denominator and the numerator is the number of vaccines 
administered to people ages 12 through 18 who reside in the relevant zip codes. When a student receives 
the vaccination they are asked for their zip code instead of where they attend school which creates the 
discrepancy.  The district has had 22 positive cases since school opened and approximately 33 
quarantines from school as a result. With the help of Assistant Superintendent Joseph and Midcoast 
Hospital, the district has a tentative date in November and December to hold a vaccine clinic for children 
ages 5-11. The FDA is scheduled to meet to give final approval for the Pfizer vaccine for five to 11 year 
olds and, if approved, the National CDC will meet on November 4th to discuss their approval.   

Assistant Superintendent Joseph discussed bussing our students to vaccination clinics put on by Midcoast 
Hospital in our district.  The hospital will be offering the clinics in three hour time slots for every district the 
hospital is working with.  RSU 1 will work with First Student and administrators to put together the bussing 
schedule for our schools.   

Assistant Superintendent Joseph reported that all of our schools have added new participants in pooled 
testing since the last Board meeting.  The percentage of staff and students participating in the program 
has increased in all of our schools. Ms. Joseph stated that overall the program is going quite well and has 
helped to limit the number of quarantines in the district particularly with the younger grades.  

Morse High School Athletic Director Nate Priest stated that winter sports are scheduled to begin around 
November 22nd and reported that he hasn’t received any formal guidance from the Maine Principals’ 
Association on visitors or masking. The general thought during one of the athletic directors’ conferences is 
that the individual districts will determine their own guidelines and regulations which is similar to what 
happened during the fall sports season. Mr. Priest shared the guidelines in order to use the Bowdoin 
College facility for indoor track meets and ice hockey.  Mr. Priest is looking into other locations that may 
be available this winter.  The swim team will continue to practice and compete at the Bath YMCA with no 
testing, masking or vaccination requirements as well as no limitations on lane capacity. Mr. Priest has not 
heard anything about what the wrestling season will look like but did hear that there is a shortage of 
officials for this sport. Basketball will look similar to last year and there has been a discussion during a 
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coach’s meeting around holding in-person cheering meets this year.  Unified basketball should start in late 
January and should also look similar to last year. Mr. Priest stated that moving forward the focus should 
be on spectators and masking requirements in our district and looking into aligning guidelines with other 
districts.  

SECOND READING OF BOARD POLICIES 

The Board discussed the following policies for a second reading and adoption: 

 BED – Remote Participation in School Board Meetings 

 GBIA – Staff Participation in Political Activities 

 CB-R – Superintendent of Schools Job Description 

In discussing Policy GBIA – Staff Participation in Political Activities, some of the Board members felt that 
the second paragraph on page two was more curriculum related which seemed out of place in the policy 
that focused on staff participation. Chairperson August asked that the policy go back to the committee to 
look at the language and how it fits in the policy. 

MOTION:  Perkins              SECOND:  Ensel           VOTE: Board (6-0) 
                                                                                                              Student (1-0) 

TO: Approve Policy BED and CB-R for a second reading and adoption. The Board asked that Policy GBIA 
go back to the Policy Committee for further review. 

REVISION ENERGY SOLAR NET ENERGY BILLING CREDITS AGREEMENT 

Superintendent Manuel stated that the Board received a sample contract along with a document from 
ReVision that shows the projected savings associated with this agreement. The Board will be considering 
a purchase of a certain percentage of the total amount of electricity generated by a solar farm based out of 
Augusta from a solar developer. This agreement would give the district an opportunity to take advantage 
of the net energy billing credits that are offered.  There is no cost to the district except for the legal fees to 
generate the contract. ReVision estimated that the savings over a 20 year period would be close to 
$900,000.  

Drummond Woodsum Attorney Aga Dixon attended the meeting remotely as a representative of RSU 1 to 
discuss the contract and answer any questions that the Board may have about the agreement. Ms. Dixon 
stated that the 20 year contract with ReVision or their investor is an agreement to purchase net energy 
billing credits.  Ms. Dixon explained that your home electricity bill is made up of two charges – one for the 
supply of electricity going to your home and the other is the cost of delivering the electricity to your home 
which is the same charges that RSU 1 sees on their bill every month.  The cost of the charges are either 
the standard offer set by the Maine Public Utilities Commission or the competitive electricity supply charge 
which can be purchased on the competitive market for a better price.  The district will still receive an 
invoice from Central Maine Power (CMP); however, this proposal is to enter into an agreement with a third 
arrangement where the district would pay ReVision’s investor on a monthly basis to purchase net energy 
billing credits. In June 2019, the Maine Legislature amended the net energy billing law and established an 
arrangement where if you have an investment or an interest in a renewable energy, like a solar farm, you 
can get a monetary value credit for every kilowatt hour of electricity that the solar farm generates on your 
behalf on your CMP invoice. Ms. Dixon stated that as long as what you pay ReVision is less than the net 
energy billing credit, you will see the savings which can be applied to your CMP bill. The value of the 
credit is set by the Maine Public Utilities Commission using the formula that the legislature established 
each year.  The contract from ReVision is a percent discount contract which means that the district is 
agreeing to purchase the credit generated by the solar energy at a discounted rate of 17.5%. This means 
that RSU 1 will pay ReVision the equivalent of 82.5% of the value of the net energy billing credit and the 
other 17.5% appears as a discount on the district’s CMP invoice. Ms. Dixon stated that the advantage to 
this agreement is that you never run into the risk of overpaying for the net energy billing credit and the 
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district is always guaranteed to see a savings and pay less than the value of the credits. Ms. Dixon 
encouraged the Board to look at this as a business decision that commits the RSU to a 20-year 
commitment.  As far as the timing is concerned, Ms. Dixon stated that the solar farm is likely not to be up 
and running for a while and they may have passed the local permitting stage with CMP. The commercial 
operation date listed in the agreement is December of 2022 with an outside commercial operation date of 
December of 2023. Until the solar farm is up and running, the district will not be seeing any credit or 
discount on the CMP bill and there is a risk that the project may not make it to fruition.  

ReVision representative Andrew Kahrl stated that the contract allows ReVision to place RSU 1’s electrical 
load in this project that is shown in the contract or another of our projects that are in our development 
queue. ReVision is involved in signing net energy billing agreements with institutional customers like RSU 
1 and developing projects of this kind. Mr. Kahrl stated that when the contract is signed it would put RSU 1 
in line to get the next available project. The project completion dates can change during the procurement, 
engineering, and construction stages of the projects.  The biggest hurdle is interconnection due to the fact 
that CMP and other electrical utilities in the state of Maine are inundated with requests for these projects 
to be interconnected. Mr. Kahrl reported that there are now billions of dollars of invent into these solar 
projects around the state and the electric companies have had to develop the institutional knowledge 
around how to handle these interconnection processes.  There is a great deal of uncertainty in terms of 
what the cost is going to be and whether the project that applies for interconnection can actually even be 
built. Mr. Kahrl stated that the utility grid has a finite capacity to take solar energy on board so CMP needs 
to determine whether interconnection is feasible which is the most significant hurdle for any solar project in 
the state of Maine at this time. Mr. Kahrl reported that this project has completed its interconnection 
process, a system impact study with CMP, and a cluster study where ISO New England reviews the 
impact of this project on the local transmission grid and now has a signed interconnection agreement.  
Other permitting hurdles including wetland delineation and site law permitting through Maine’s DEP have 
been completed.  Mr. Kahrl stated that the hope is to begin construction on this project before the end of 
2021 with the project completed by the end of next year. 

Attorney Dixon explained that she is recommending a Board vote that is lengthier than usual due to the 
layer of complexity and felt that it is important for the district’s record given to reflect that the Board has 
given some thought to the program and that this is a good deal financially for the RSU.  Ms. Dixon also 
stated that with a percent discount the biggest risk has been eliminated which is the risk that the cost of 
the contract will exceed the value of the monetary credit. Other risks associated with this project include 
the elimination of the utility grid because the agreement assumes that the way we generate and procure 
electricity will not change over the next 20 years and how much the district decides to purchase. The 
Board would want to try to avoid over purchasing credits because if you don’t use them, you essentially 
lose them, and they do have an expiration date. Ms. Dixon recommends that the Superintendent and 
Facilities Committee look through previous CMP invoices and calculate how much has been spent 
historically on electricity and set a buffer of anywhere from 10-20 percent to prevent paying more than the 
purchase of credits.  

ReVision representative Andrew Kahrl reviewed how the average electricity usage was calculated given 
the fact that we have a new school and two aging elementary schools that are likely to be renovated or 
replaced within the 20 year period of the contract.  

Attorney Dixon told the Board that if we find that during the course of the contract we have over purchased 
that there is a mechanism by which we can go back to the negotiating table with ReVision or another 
seller and sell off a portion of the sale of the purchase to the third party.  Ms. Dixon also announced that 
the legislature recently enacted an amendment to the Net Energy Billing Law that effectively phases out 
the program which means the projects that are in the queue are safe and will be allowed to continue.  If 
there is another energy bill program in the future, it probably will not be as financially attractive as this one.   
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EXTEND THE MEETING PAST THE TWO-HOUR LIMIT 

MOTION:  Ensel               SECOND:  Perkins             VOTE: Board (6-0) 
                                                                                                              Student (1-0) 

TO: Extend the meeting past the two-hour limit. 

REVISION ENERGY SOLAR NET ENERGY BILLING CREDITS AGREEMENT (CONT’D) 

Mr. Kahrl addressed a question about the possibility of the district missing any future renewable energy 
opportunities by saying it is hard to predict; however, the greatest source of energy generation technology 
in the world in most cases is doing to have to interact with the utility grid which has a very limited capability 
to take on new renewable energy projects. With regard to future renewable energy opportunities, we could 
have the technology but the ability to interconnect it with the utility grid is going to be limited because of 
population growth in Maine. Mr. Kahrl stated that in his experience with aging institutional buildings, it is 
not about reducing the amount of electricity as it is shifting fossil fuel loads, such as heating oil, into high 
efficiency electric systems like geothermal and heat pumps.    

Attorney Dixon noted that the contract isn’t actually with ReVision because once the contract is signed it 
will be assigned to a lender so the bilateral relationship would be with the RSU and the LLC that is 
financing this project. There is a requirement within the contract that states that ReVision will construct, 
maintain, and operate the facility itself.  

Mr. Kahrl reported that the National Renewal Energy Laboratory studies show that with today’s technology 
the solar panels will still be generating 80% of their nameplate capacity after 40 years of operation. The 
vast majority of the system is made up of galvanized steel aluminum and cooper which are highly 
recyclable. The solar panels are also comprised of glass, steel, copper and aluminum but the most 
challenging thing to recycle would be the silicate crystals inside the solar panels. Mr. Kahrl stated that with 
the incredible scaling of solar that has happened globally over the last 15 years, we will see that the 
capability to recycle these materials begin to grow due to the large scale of panels that will be retiring.  

The Board will take the next few weeks to look over the materials presented to them and send any 
questions or comments to the Superintendent. This item will be included on the November agenda as an 
action item. 

NEXT MEETING DATE AND LOCATION 

 Regular Board meeting will be held on Monday, November 22, 2021 at Morse High School - 6:00 pm 

ADJOURN 

MOTION: Perkins       SECOND:   Ensel   VOTE: Board (6-0) 
                                                                                                   Student (1-0) 
 
TO: Adjourn at 8:31 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Patrick M. Manuel, Ed.D. 
Secretary 


